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With electron and hole pockets touching at the Weyl node, type-II Weyl semimetal is a newly
proposed topological state distinct from its type-I cousin. We numerically study the localization
effect for tilted type-I as well as type-II Weyl semimetals and give the global phase diagram. For dis-
ordered type-I Weyl semimetal, an intermediate three-dimensional quantum anomalous Hall phase
is confirmed between Weyl semimetal phase and diffusive metal phase. However, this intermediate
phase is absent for disordered type-II Weyl semimetal. Besides, near the Weyl nodes, comparing to
its type-I cousin, type-II Weyl semimetal possesses even larger ratio between the transport lifetime
along the direction of tilt and the quantum lifetime. Near the phase boundary between the type-I
and the type-II Weyl semimetals, infinitesimal disorder will induce an insulating phase so that in
this region, the concept of Weyl semimetal is meaningless for real materials.
PACS numbers: 72.15.Rn, 73.43.Nq, 72.10.-d, 71.90.+q
I. INTRODUCTION
The Weyl semimetal (WSM) is a class of novel quan-
tum state with Weyl cones appear in pairs in its bulk
spectrum and Fermi arcs on the surface. WSM can be
divided into two types: type-I Weyl semimetal (WSM1)
with vanishing density of states (DOS) at the Weyl node
and type-II Weyl semimetal (WSM2) with finite DOS
contributed by electron and hole pockets separated by
the Weyl node. The earlier proposals for candidate ma-
terials of WSM are all WSM11–3. In case that Lorentz
invariance is broken, the Weyl cones may be tipped over
and transformed into WSM2. The first theoretical pre-
diction for possible WSM2 materials is WTe2
4. Some
experimental evidences for WTe2 as WSM2 have been
observed5–8. MoTe2 is another theoretically predicted
candidate of WSM29,10 and experimental confirmations
have been reported11,12. The Landau level (LL) struc-
ture of type-II Weyl cone depends on the direction of the
magnetic field4,13. With anisotropic LL structure and
coexistence of electron and hole pockets at the Fermi en-
ergy, WSM2 exhibits many interesting phenomena in the
presence of a magnetic field14–16.
In the absence of a magnetic field, the disorder-induced
phase transition is widely observed for a large num-
ber of quantum systems, such as the well-known metal-
insultor transition in dirty metals17,18 and the topo-
logical Anderson insulator phase in several disordered
systems19–21. However, comparing to WSM1 (without
the tilt term) whose global phase diagram have been thor-
oughly investigated22–25, disorder-induced phase transi-
tions for tilted WSM, especially WSM2, have not been
paid much attention yet. The diffusive phase has been re-
ported in the presence of disorder for single tilted type-I
Weyl cone26. Nevertheless, the “no-go theorem” guaran-
tees that the Weyl nodes always appear pairwise27,28.
Phase transition from WSM1 to WSM2 is also con-
firmed since disorder may renormalize the topological
mass29. However, the global phase diagram of tilted Weyl
semimetals in the presence of disorder still needs to be
explored.
In this work, we investigate the disorder-induced mul-
tiple phase transitions for both tilted WSM1 and WSM2
in the presence of an inversion-like symmetry. Transfer
matrix method is used for numerically calculating the
normalized localization length. Self-consistent Born ap-
proximation (SCBA) is adopted to understand the phase
transitions by an analytical approximation. The results
of the transfer matrix method give the global phase dia-
gram, which shows that plenty of quantum states may
exist in the disordered WSM systems. By combining
both the numerical and analytical results, it is shown
that along the direction of tilt, WSM2 is more robust
against disorder than WSM1, furthermore, it possesses
larger lifetime ratio (defined as the ratio between trans-
port lifetime and quantum lifetime) near the Weyl nodes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the model Hamiltonian and the corresponding sym-
metries. A clean phase diagram is also shown here. In
Sec. III, we present transfer matrix method to show the
localization effect and global phase diagram in the pres-
ence of disorder, and in Sec. IV, we use SCBA to show
the disorder-induced renormalization and band broaden-
ing. Finally, a brief summary, as well as some discussions
and proposals are given in Sec. V.
II. MODEL AND CLEAN PHASE DIAGRAM
The tilted WSM can be described by a simple 2 × 2
Hamiltonian H = H0 +Htilt, where H0 describes type-I
Weyl semimetal preserving particle-hole symmetry2,22
2H0 =(mz − tz cos kz)σz +m0 (2− cos kx − cos ky)σz
+ txσx sin kx + tyσy sin ky
(1)
and Htilt introduces two tilt terms
29
Htilt = at sin(kz)I2×2 + bt cos(kz)I2×2 (2)
where both at and bt are real numbers and I2×2 denotes
2 by 2 identity matrix.
Both time-reversal (TR) symmetry and inversion sym-
metry are broken in H0
13: T H0 (k) T
−1 6= H0 (−k)
and PH0 (k)P
−1 6= H0 (−k), where the TR and inver-
sion operators are defined as T = σyK and P = I2×2,
respectively (K denotes the complex conjugation op-
erator). However, it is easy to check that H0 pre-
serves emergent inversion-like symmetry and antiunitary
particle-hole symmetry13, i.e. σzH0 (k)σz = H0 (−k)
and σxH0 (k)σx = −H
∗
0 (−k), respectively. In the pres-
ence of these two symmetries, two type-I Weyl nodes ap-
pear at energy E = 0 in the absence of Htilt.
Considering the Hamiltonian of tilted WSM H = H0+
Htilt, here non-zero at breaks the emergent inversion-like
symmetry σzH (k)σz = H (−k) and non-zero bt breaks
the antiunitary particle-hole symmetry σxH (k) σx =
−H∗ (−k) . Hence, in the case of at 6= 0 and bt 6= 0, one
may get hybrid Weyl semimetal13 that one Weyl cone is
type-I while the other is type-II and these twoWeyl nodes
appear at different energies. Throughout this work, we
focus on the condition that at = 0. In this case, emer-
gent inversion-like symmetry gives us E±(k) = E±(−k)
(here E± denotes the energies of the upper and lower
bands), so that two Weyl cones are of the same type and
these two Weyl nodes appear at the same energy. In this
way, one can avoid the complication of hybrid WSM, and
clearly show the differences between WSM1 and WSM2
FIG. 1: (color online). Phase diagram in the clean limit W =
0. Other parameters are tx = ty = tz = 1, m0 = 2.1 and
at = 0.
in the presence of disorder. Besides, one can locate the
Fermi energy at the Weyl nodes and investigate the in-
tervalley scattering without unwanted interference from
the contribution of the trivial states.
In addition, the disorder effect is introduced by adding
the random on-site potential Hdis to H , where
Hdis =
(
V1(r) 0
0 V2(r)
)
(3)
both V1,2(r) are uniformly distributed in the range of
[−W/2,W/2] withW represents the strength of disorder.
In the following, we choose tx = ty = tz = 1 and
m0 = 2.1
22. The phase diagram in the clean limit W = 0
is shown in Fig. 1. In the case of mz < −tz, two Weyl
nodes are annihilated at the Brillouin zone (BZ) bound-
ary. Two bands are gapped and the band inversion gives
us the three-dimensional quantum anomalous Hall (3D
QAH) state22. On the contrary, in the case of mz > tz,
two Weyl nodes are annihilated pairwise at the center of
the BZ and then we have a normal insulator (NI) phase.
Finally, within −tz ≤ mz ≤ tz, the system is gapless so
one gets WSM phase with two Weyl nodes. Considering
the effective Fermi velocity v¯ near the Weyl nodes4,13,
WSM1 phase appears in the condition for −1 < bt < 1
and WSM2 appears in the condition for bt < −1 or bt > 1
(Notcing that at = 0 is fixed as mentioned before).
To have an intuitive illustration, the band structures
E ∼ kz for mz/m0 = 0.190 and bt = 0, 0.5, 0.95, 1.05, 1.5
and 2 in the plane of kx = ky = 0 are plotted in Fig.2.
FIG. 2: (color online). (a)-(f) Band structures E ∼ kz (kz ∈
[−pi, pi]) in the plane of kx = ky = 0 for at = 0 and different
bt’s. Dashed lines denote the Fermi levels. Other parameters
are tx = ty = tz = 1, m0 = 2.1 and mz/m0 = 0.190. The
phase transition point between WSM1 and WSM2 is bt = 1.
3FIG. 3: (color online). (a)-(f) Results of the transfer matrix method for normalized localization length Λ versus disorder
strength W at different tilt strength bt and different sample width M . The insets show details near the phase transition points.
Other parameters are tx = ty = tz = 1, m0 = 2.1, mz/m0 = 0.190 and at = 0.
FIG. 4: (color online). Phase diagram on the W ∼ bt plane
for mz/m0 = 0.190, m0 = 2.1, tx = ty = tz = 1 and at = 0.
(a) Phase diagram determined by the transfer matrix method.
The filled circles are phase transition points identified by the
transfer matrix method. The solid lines are the phase bound-
aries connected by filled circles. Empty circles and dashed
lines represents suspected phase boundaries in the regions
where the localization lengths are too long to get precise re-
sults. The intermediate 3D QAH phase is regarded as the nat-
ural extension of the previously determined 3D QAH phase22.
(b) Phae diagram determined by SCBA. The filled circles in-
dicate the critical disorder strength Wc1 separating WSM1
phase and DM phase.
Emergent inversion-like symmetry guarantees that two
Weyl cones are of the same type and appear at the same
energy. Two Weyl cones are gradually tilted with in-
creasing bt. bt = 1 is the phase transition point between
WSM1 and WSM2 in the clean limit.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS BY THE
TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
The transfer matrix method18,30 is widely adopted for
numerical calculations of the localization lengths and de-
termination of the phae boundaries for disordered con-
densed matter systems. A great advantage of the trans-
fer matrix method is that no approximation is presented
in its formalism. The only error comes from the finite
size effect.
We numerically calculate the localization length along
the direction of tilt (z-direction in our work) by using the
transfer matrix method. 3D long bar samples with square
cross-section Mx = My = M and of length Mz are con-
sidered. Periodic boundary conditions are adopted both
in the x and y directions. The normalized localization
lengths Λ = λM/M are investigated for different sam-
ple width M . Typically, Λ increases with M for metallic
phase and decreases with M for insulating phase. The
Fermi energy EF in the transfer matrix method calcula-
tion is chosen at the energy of the Weyl nodes, and the
relative errors31,32 for all the Λ’s in this work are less
than 3%.
Typical results for normalized localization length Λ
versus disorder strength W at different tilt strengths bt
are shown as Fig. 3. The global phase diagram deter-
4mined by transfer matrix method is summarized in Fig.
4(a), which is the main result of our paper. There are
several kinds of multiple phase transitions for different
bt’s with increasing of disorder strength W .
For small bt such as 0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6, we have two
type-I Weyl cones in the clean limit. With increasing of
disorder strengthW , the system will go through 3D QAH
phase, diffusive metal (DM) phase and then NI phase in
sequence. Remarkably, the intermediate 3D QAH phase
is not quite apparent at bt = 0 (see Fig. 3 (a)) and
it was missed in the previous global phase diagram of
WSM122, whereas it has been recently reported in a de-
tailed study of disordered WSM1 with particle-hole sym-
metry (at = bt = 0)
33. Furthermore, this intermediate
3D QAH phase becomes more apparent with a finite tilt
strength bt, since |dΛ/dM | gets larger in this 3D QAH
phase with increasing bt (e.g. comparing Fig. 3 (a), (b)).
This phase can be understood as the pairwise annihi-
lation of Weyl nodes by the disorder-induced scattering
between two Weyl nodes. It can be inferred that this
intermediate phase is a natural extension of the previ-
ously determined 3D QAH phase and the phase bound-
ary between 3D QAH phase and WSM1 phase needs to
be modified (see Fig. 2 of Ref.22).
For larger tilt strength such as bt = 0.7 and 0.8, only
the phase transition between DM phase and NI phase
(Anderson transition) is observed through the transfer
matrix method (see Fig. 3(c)). This is surprising since
in the clean limit W = 0, there ought to be a WSM1
phase. Furthermore, 3D QAH phase may still exists be-
tween the DM phase and WSM1 phase. For small dis-
order strength W , however, the normalized localization
lengths Λ are too long (typically, ∼ 102) to get accu-
rate data through the transfer matrix method. Thus, we
use empty circles and dashed lines to represent expected
phase boundaries in this region (see Fig. 4(a)). In ad-
dition, in the range of 0 < bt < 1, the critical disorder
strength for Anderson transition becomes smaller with
increasing of the tilt strength bt.
Interestingly, when bt approaches 1 (no matter from
the WSM1 side or from the WSM2 side), the metallic
phase is absent for all disorder strengths W investigated
(see Fig. 3(d)). Besides, the normalized localization
lengths are extremely short. An interesting consequence
of these results could be that an infinitesimal disorder
will induce insulating phase when bt is approximate to 1.
It can be explained that one band is nearly flat here (see
Fig.2 (c), (d)). The flat band is insulating since the band
mass of electron is extremely large. Noticing that “big-
k” scattering is allowed in our model since the disorder
potential is on-site. Thus the electron in another non-flat
band is also localized due to the band coupling through
the disorder-induced intervalley scattering. Therefore, in
real materials, the concept of Weyl semimetal may be
meaningless near the phase boundary between WSM1
and WSM2 since the WSM phase will be destroyed by
an infinitesimal disorder.
At bt = 1.3, 1.4 and 1.6, besides the Anderson transi-
tion, the results of the transfer matrix method also show
that two metallic phases are separated by a phase tran-
sition point where dΛ/dM = 0 (see Fig. 3(e)). Since we
ought to get WSM2 in the clean limit W = 0, it can be
reasonably suggested that these two phases are WSM2
phase in the weak disorder region and DM phase in the
strong disorder region, respectively. However, for small bt
such as bt = 1.2 or large bt such as 1.8, 2, the normalized
localization length again gets very large for weak disor-
der strength W , so one cannot ontain realiable results
by adopting the transfer matrix method in these regions.
Nevertheless, no evidence show the existence of interme-
diate 3D QAH phase between the DM phase and WSM2
phase. In WSM1, the emergency of this intermediate 3D
QAH phase is explained as the annihilation of two Weyl
nodes by the disorder scattering and the opening of a
topologically nontrivial gap. However, in case of WSM2
with non-zero DOS at the Fermi level, the scattering be-
tween two Weyl nodes are no longer as important as in
WSM1. This intermediate 3D QAH phase is expected to
be absent in WSM2. In another word, we cannot get an
insulating phase by relatively weak disorder since there
is a non-zero DOS for WSM2 in the clean limit. Besides,
the normalized localization length is typically longer in
WSM2 than in WSM1 (for example, comparing the nor-
malized localization length for bt = 0 and bt = 2 at the
same width M and same disorder strength W , see Fig.
3 (a), (f)). We can conclude that WSM2 is more robust
against disorder and it might be more useful in terms of
practical applications.
IV. SELF-CONSISTENT BORN
APPROXIMATION
The SCBA34 is widely used in dealing with disorderd
WSM systems22,26,29,35. The self-energy obtained by
SCBA can be considered as the disorder-induced modifi-
cation for the Hamiltonian. The real part of self-energy
renormalizes the parameters of the original Hamiltonian,
while the imaginary part determines the band broaden-
ing and decaying of the quasi-particles.
The self-energy Σ(k, EF ) in the scheme of SCBA reads
Σ(k, EF ) =
∫
k′∈BZ
d3k′
(2pi)3
ni|u(k− k
′)|2 × 〈G(k′, EF )〉
(4)
where ni = 1 is the number of scatterers per unit vol-
ume and the averaged Green’s function 〈G(k, EF )〉 can
be expressed as 〈G(k′, EF )〉 = [(EF +i0
+)I2×2−H(k
′)−
Σ(k′, EF )]
−1. The disorder potential in our model is on-
site and evenly distributed in the ragne of [−W/2,W/2],
so that the disorder potential in k-space
5FIG. 5: (color online). (a)-(b) The imaginary part of the
diagonal elements of the self-energy Im{Σ0} ± Im{Σz} ver-
sus disorder strength W . (c) The DOS at the Fermi level
ν(EF ) versus disorder strengthW . (d)-(e) The real part of the
self-energy Re{Σ0} and Re{Σz} versus disorder strength W .
Re{Σ0} shifts the Fermi level. Re{Σz} renormalizes the topo-
logical mass mz, which can be fitted by Re{Σz} = −0.02W
2.
|u(k− k′)|2 =
1
W
∫ W/2
−W/2
dw ·
∣∣∣∣
∫
d3r · ei(k−k
′)·rwδ(r)
∣∣∣∣
2
=
1
W
∫ W/2
−W/2
dw · w2 =
W 2
12
(5)
is actually k-independent. Consequently, the self-energy
Σ(k, EF ) is also k-independent and satisfies the self-
consistent equation as follow
Σ(EF ) =
W 2
96pi3
×∫
k′∈BZ
d3k′
1
(EF + i0+)I2×2 −H(k′)− Σ(EF )
(6)
Noticing that the self-energy is a 2× 2 matrix and can
be decomposed into Σ(EF ) = Σ0I2×2 + Σxσx + Σyσy +
Σzσz . However, both Σx and Σy vanish since both σx
term and σy term are odd in the Hamiltonian H . There-
fore, in the following, we only need to deal with the real
and imaginary parts of Σ0 and Σz.
The inverse of Im{Σ(EF )} determines the quantum
lifetime of the quasi-particles. Both Im{Σ0} ± Im{Σz}
are negative and decrease with increasing of the tilt term
bt and the disorder strength W (See Fig. 5 (a), (b)). It
indicates that there are two kinds of quasi-particles in the
disordered WSM, their quantum lifetimes both decrease
with increasing of bt and W . Besides, the DOS at Fermi
level ν(EF ) is related to the imaginary part of Σ0 as
ν(EF ) = −
1
pi
Im
{∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Tr[〈G(k′, EF )〉]
}
= −
12
piW 2
Im{Tr[Σ(EF )]} = −
24
piW 2
Im{Σ0} (7)
In the case of bt < 1, the DOS at the Fermi level
vanishes in the clean limit since both Weyl cones are
type-I. A critical disorder strength Wc1 is observed in
the results of SCBA (See Fig. 5 (c)). In the case of
W < Wc1, one still has WSM1 with vanishing DOS at
the Fermi level. In the case of W > Wc1, the DOS no
longer vanishes at the Fermi level thus, gives rise to a
DM phase26,35. The critical disorder strength Wc1 and
the corresponding phase boundary predicted by SCBA
is shown as the filled blue circles and blue line in Fig.
4(b), respectively. This phase boundary separating the
WSM1 phase and the DM phase is not quantitatively
consistent to the results of the transfer matrix method
(Such quantitative inconsistency for SCBA also has been
reported for WSM1 without tilt36). Besides, the SCBA
cannot provide the intermediate 3D QAH phase.
However, in case of bt > 1, the DOS at the Fermi level
is non-vanishing even in the clean limit. Therefore, one
can no longer find such critical disorder strengthWc1 (see
Fig. 5(c)). It indicates that the WSM2 phase and the
DM phase cannot be distinguished through SCBA.
Let us now move on to the real part of the self-
energy. Since Re{Σ0} is k-independent, it simply shifts
the Fermi level other than renormalizes the tilt term at
and bt. (For Gaussian disorder potential, phase transi-
tion from WSM1 to WSM2 due to the renormailzation
of tilt strength takes place after disorder-induced phase
transition from WSM1 to DM phase26.) In the case of
bt = 0, Σ0 vanishes because of the presence of antiunitary
particle-hole symmetry. For non-zero bt, the disorder po-
tential is not equivalently distributed above and below
the Fermi level, hence the Fermi level is shifted by disor-
der effect (see Fig. 5(d)). Although the numerical results
show that the Fermi level EF is not shifted by Re{Σ0}
significantly, however, this Fermi level shift may lead to
the system into a Weyl metal other than a semimetal.
Thus, the non-zero DOS at the Fermi level can be par-
tially explained by the Fermi level shift.
The mass renormalization Re{Σz} is negative and de-
creases with increasing of the disorder strength W . Be-
sides, Re{Σz} does not depend on the tilt term bt sig-
nificantly so that it can be fitted by function Re{Σz} =
−0.02W 2 (see Fig. 5(e)). Hence the critical disorder
strength which separates the 3D QAH phase and the
WSM phase is Wc2 =
√
(1 +mz)/0.02 ≈ 8.4. Accord-
ing to the fitting function, the phase diagram predicted
by SCBA is shown as Fig. 4(b). The inconsistency be-
tween Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) can be explained by the fact
6that SCBA only works well in the small-W region, there-
fore the SCBA-predicted 3D QAH phase in the region of
W > Wc2 is absent in the results of the transfer matrix
method. Besides, the NI phase is induced by the Ander-
son localization, which also cannot be described by the
scheme of SCBA.
It is known that quantum lifetime and transport life-
time are two characteristic time scales37–39 for metallic
systems. Normally, these two time scales are of the same
order for most 3D materials37. However, experiments
have shown that the ratio between transport lifetime and
quantum lifetime is extremely large (∼ 102) for WSM140
when Fermi level approaches the Weyl nodes. Noticing
that WSM2 possesses longer localization length (along
the direction of tilt) and shorter quantum lifetime (see
Fig. 5(a), (b)) than WSM1, which indicates that the life-
time ratio (along the direction of tilt) for WSM2 is even
larger (e.g. For disorder strengthW = 8, lifetime ratio at
bt = 2 is ∼ 10
1 times larger than bt = 0, see Fig. 3(a), (f)
and Fig. 5(a), (b)). Quantum lifetime and transport life-
time can be measured by Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscil-
lations and the electron mobilities, respectively38. This
enormous lifetime ratio is expected to be observed for
WSM2 as an exotic transport property.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In summary, we investigated the disorder-induced mul-
tiple phase transitions for disordered WSM in a wide
range of tilt strength 0 ≤ bt ≤ 2. For disordered WSM1,
an intermediate 3D QAH phase is confirmed between the
WSM1 phae and DM phase. Furthermore, this 3D QAH
phase is better seen with a non-zero bt. For disordered
WSM2, the DM phase is identified by the transfer ma-
trix method, however, the intermediate 3D QAH phase
is absent there. Though non-zero bt breaks the particle-
hole symmetry, the phase diagram shows that the multi-
ple phase transitions are clearly different in the region of
bt < 1 and bt > 1. Besides, a longer localization length
along the direction of tilt is observed for WSM2, leading
us to believe that WSM2 is more robust against disorder
than WSM1. Experimentally, an enormous lifetime ra-
tio along the direction of tilt is expected to be a distinct
transport property of WSM2. Finally, the critical disor-
der strength of the Anderson transition approaches to 0
when bt is close to 1. Therefore, remarkably, infinitely
small disorder will induce an insulating phase near the
boundary between the WSM1 and WSM2 phases.
The disorder-induced phase transition from the WSM2
phase to the DM phase cannot be described by the
SCBA since both phases have non-zero DOS at the
Fermi level. It remains an open question whether this
DM phase can be confirmed by other results such as
the Hall conductance22,33 or the universal conductance
fluctuations41. Inspired by the insulating phase near
bt = 1, another open question is that in real materials,
whether the electron near the Weyl node will be localized
by an infinitesimal disorder due to the scattering between
the Weyl nodes and the possible nearly flat band.
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